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0. INTRoOUCT~~N 
In this paper we establish an algebraic rate of decay for the “local 
energy” of solutions of second-order, linear systems of hyperbolic equations 
with time dependent, spatially varying coefficients. The solutions con- 
sidered are defined on unbounded regions in [w3 with finite or infinite star- 
shaped boundaries. We prove under a Dirichlet boundary condition, that 
as 1’ (= time) -+ co, the “local energy” of solutions with compact initial 
data decays as T(-*+*), even under conditions on the coefficients that 
allow the total energy to grow algebraically with time. Here A is a positive 
constant, less than two, that depends on the coefficients of the hyperbolic 
system (A is defined explicitly in Section 2.1 below). We note that where 
our assumptions on the coefficients of the hyperbolic system imply that the 
total energy of the solution at any time T> 0 is bounded from above by a 
constant multiple of its total energy at T= 0 (see Section 2.1, Cases 1 and 
2), it is not necessary to assume that the coefficients become time indepen- 
dent as T+ 00. 
The energy decay estimates obtained in this paper generalize those 
of Bloom and Kazarinoff [ 11, Chan [ 33, and Zachmanoglou [ 163, 
where decay estimates are obtained for solutions of single second-order 
hyperbolic equations, under a Dirichlet boundary condition. In [l] the 
boundary of the exterior region is required to be star-shaped (as in this 
paper), whereas in [3] it is only required that it be “illuminated from the 
interior” (see Bloom and Kazarinoff [2, p. 731). The results of [l; 31, 
extended results of Morawetz [4, 51, Bloom and Kazarinoff [2], and 
Zachmanoglou [163. 
In [4] and in [S] Morawetz derived decay estimates for the local energy 
of solutions of the wave equation c2 AU - U,, = 0 defined on regions 
exterior to star-shaped bodies and satisfying a Dirichlet boundary 
condition. Subsequently, Morawetz, Ralston, and Strauss [S], and 
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Strauss [9] obtained such estimates for solutions of cz A U - C’,, = 0 defined 
on exterior regions with boundaries that do not trap energy. In 
Morawetz [7] the decay of local energy for the wave equation is 
established under a Neumann boundary condition, provided the scattering 
obstacle is convex. In her monograph [6] Morawatz presented methods, 
based on energy inequalities, for obtaining local energy decay, and related 
properties, for both hyperbolic equations and systems with constant coef- 
ficients, including Maxwell’s equations. 
Zachmanoglou [ 163 established the decay of local energy for solutions 
of linear second-order hyperbolic equations with time independent, 
variable coefficients for which the total energy of the solution is conserved. 
He considered solutions defined on exterior domains with finite, star- 
shaped boundaries, satisfying a Dirichlet condition. In [ 151 he obtained 
similar results for solutions of A U - U,, = 0 defined on unbounded regions 
with infinite boundaries, again under a Dirichlet boundary condition. In 
[ 1; 31 the boundary is assumed to be finite, time dependent coefficients are 
allowed, and the total energy is allowed to grow algebraically with time. 
Tamura [lo] in related work, obtained estimates for the rate of decay 
of local energy for two classes of hyperbolic equations: AU - 
b(x, t) U,- U,,=O and AU- Ult-q(x, t) U=O, where the supports of the 
nonnegative functions b and q are contained in domains of the form 
{x: 1x1 d(t+y)” with O<cr< 1, y > 1). He further assumed that 
qr(x, t) < 0, q,(x, t) < K/t, and that a certain linear combination of the r 
and t derivatives of q is nonpositive. He considered solutions defined on 
exterior regions with star-shaped boundaries. In [ 1 l] Tamura studied 
energy decay for an equation of the second type above in free space (R3). 
Using a Laplace transform approach, Vainberg [12] established 
existence and uniqueness, and determined the asymptotic behavior as 
t + cc of solutions of strictly hyperbolic systems defined on general exterior 
domains in R”. The differential operators he studied have only spatially 
varying coefficients, and he assumed that the coefficients in their principal 
parts reduce to constants outside compact sets. Coercive boundary con- 
ditions were imposed. Although the systems we study are in many respects 
less general than those considered by Vainberg, we allow time-varying coef- 
ficients, and only impose conditions on the asymptotic behavior as r + cc 
of the coefficients in the principal part of our generic differential operator 
(see Section 2.1). 
The generic scattering problem that we investigate in this paper is the 
following. Let V be a simply connected, unbounded subset of R3 with a 
piecewise smooth boundary 8k’. Assume that the origin lies outside vu a~, 
and that ~IJ’ is star-shaped with respect o the origin, i.e., 
Min v.x/r>a>O 
rt?V 
(x = col(x’, x2, x3), r = J+, 
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where v is the unit normal to ~3v that points into V. Here av may be finite 
or infinite. 
Let R,r(VuaV)x [O,T] and R=(VuaI’)x [O,co). We set 
V E col[a/Q, a/8x2, 8/8x3], and V4’ = col[V, a/&]. If M is a matrix, 
M’ is its transpose. Also, V’ E [a/&+, a/dX2, a/8x3] and VC4)’ = [V’, apt]. 
We consider the solution 
U(x, t) = col[ U’(x, t), U2(x, t), . ..) qx, t)] (m3 l), 
of the initial-boundary-value Problem S: 
ZU-V4”(AV4’U)+(b’-u:)VU++(d,-e) U,-fU=O 
((4 t)E vx co, co)), (0.1) 
6) 
U(x, t) = 0 ((4 wvx ~0, CO)), (0.2) 
U(x, 0) = h(x), UI(X, 0) = k(x) (XE V). (0.3) 
Here 
is a 4m x 4m matrix in which E is a positive semi-definite 3 x 3 matrix with 
elements E” (1 < i,j < 3) that are m x m matrices satisfying the condition 
Eif =: E”. Note that the last condition implies that the 3m x 3m matrix E is 
symmetric. Also, a = col(a’, a’, a3), where a’ (i= 1, 2, 3) is a symmetric 
m x m matrix and d is a symmetric, strictly positive definite m x m matrix. 
AS usual ( . ), = a(. )/at. 
Furthermore, b -col(b’, b2, b3), where the b’ are m x m matrices. The 
coefficients e and f are m x m matrices. We assume that f is symmetric, 
strictly positive definite or else that f= 0. Finally, we assume that A, b, d, 
a,, d,, e, and f lie in C’[R]. 
We next explain other notation that is used in the statement of problem 
S. First, if 
w- col( w’, w2, w3, . ..) P) = ( w’, w*, w3, . . . . Wm)‘, 
where each w’ is a scalar-valued function of x and t, we define 
VW-col(W,, w,, W,) 
and 
V4’ w E col(V w, W,), 
409 132.‘1-2 
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where 
w, s r7 W/?.x- (i= 1, 2, 3.4) 
with xJ = 1. Therefore Vt4’W and VW are 4~71 x 1 and 3m x 1 column 
vectors, respectively. 
Note that in (0.1) 
AV’4’U s 
EVUSaU, 
1 a’VU-nU, ’ 
which implies that 
V4”(AV4’U) = V’(EVU) +V’(aU,) + ?,(a’ VU) - 8,(&I,). 
Furthermore, since 
EVU= i col(E%‘,, E2’U,, E3’Uj), 
i= I 
a’VU= 1 a’U,, 
,=I 
and 
it follows that 
and 
Also, 
aU, z col(a’ U,, a2U,, a3U,), 
V’(EVU)- i f: (E”U,);, 
,=I ,=I 
V’(aU,) = i d,(a’U,), 
,=I 
d,(a’ VU) 5 i d,(a’U,). 
,=l 
(h-a,)‘VU= i (b’-af) U,. 
i=l 
(0.4) 
(0.5) 
(0.6) 
(0.7) 
@.8) 
(0.9) 
In the preceding definitions the usual laws of matrix multiplication are 
applied. The remaining terms involved in Eq. (0.1) are also defined by the 
usual laws of matrix multiplication. 
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Set E= E+ + E-, where E+ = [E'j+ Ej']/2. We further assume that Ef 
is strictly positive definite. Note that 
V'(EVU)=V'(E+ VU)+g'VU, whereE= i aiEpq. 
i=l 
We next define the local energy of a solution U(x, t) of 9?U = 0 to be 
cf&(T)=fj- [(VU)'E' VU+ U;dU,+ UlfU], 
V(T) 
where V(T)- Vn {x: 1x1 d&T, &>O}. We also define b(T) and a+(T) 
as 
&(T)+j [(VU)'EVU+ U;dU,+ U'j-U], 
V 
R+(T)+- [(VU)'E+VU+U;dU,+U'fu]. 
V 
Note that 6(T) = 8’(T) if Ep = 0. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix I, 
8(T) b (1 - 6) 6”(T), where 4 is a positive constant that is small if the first 
derivatives of Ep with respect o x’ (i= 1, 2, 3) are small. We assume that 
4 < 1. Also, if b, e, f,, and E, are set equal to zero, the quantity 
&(T)r+ J [(Vu)‘E’VU+U;dU,+U’fU] 
” 
is conserved for solutions of problem S. This is an immediate consequence 
of (1.1). Consequently, assuming that 9 < 1, we call 8’(T) the total energy of 
the solution. 
We next define scalar products and norms that are used in subsequent 
sections: 
(U, V) z U’V for any pair of column vectors, 
((U, V)) = Ci U: Vi, for any pair of column vectors, with column 
vector components, 
N(.)=max.,,, 1.1 and N’(.)zmax,,,N(.). 
Finally, we define 
(*I= W(,;~, 5’E’tL 
where < is a 3 x 1 column vector whose components are m x 1 column 
vectors. 
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An illustrative example of a coupled hyperbolic system of the form (0. I), 
where the coupling of the equations occurs through the terms involving U 
and first derivatives of U, is given by 
AU’-U:,-r “(i) Uf-r~ 5(U’+$U2)=0, 
AU2-Uft-r~4(~)Uf-r~ 5(iU’+U’)=0. 
(E,) 
This system is a special case of (0.1) if we set m = 2, x’ = x, x2 = y, .x3 = z, 
E”=6,1, (i,j=l, 2, 3), d=Z,, a’=b’=O (i= 1, 2, 3) 
p=rp4 0 1 [ 1 10’ jLr-5 ; ; . [ 1 -2 
Another illustrative example of a system that can be brought into the 
form (O.l), where the coupling of the equations occurs through second 
derivatives, is given by 
AU’ - Ul, + 2ree4U:, = 0, 
AU*- U:,+2rp4U~,=0. 
(E,) 
This system is a special case of (0.1) if we set m = 2, X’ = X, x2 =y, x3 = Z, 
E”=6,1, (i,j= 1, 2, 3), d-I,, 
and 6, f 0. More generally, hyperbolic systems of the form 
V’4”(AV’4’u) -f u= 0 
arise by setting the first variation of the Lagrangian 
IS :, yC<(VU,AVU))-(li,SU)l 
equal to zero. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we present the basic 
“energy identities” upon which our decay estimates are based. These energy 
identities are derived from a general divergence identity that is also presen- 
ted there. In Section 2.1 we state the main result of this paper as 
Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem is based on two lemmas that are 
proved in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
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In Appendix I we derive some auxiliary estimates for 8 + (T) in terms of 
the total initial energy. In Appendix II a domain of dependence theorem for 
solutions of Problem S is established. The proof of this theorem does not 
require that the boundary be star-shaped, finite, or even connected. This 
result is used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
1. BASIC ENERGY IDENTITIES 
The energy decay estimates of this paper are derived from the following 
identities: First, 
=2-‘ joTj 
V 
H,(x, t,-jTj (U,, YU), 
0 v 
(1.1) 
where H,(x, t) = [((VU, E,VU)) + 2(b’VU, U,> - (U,, eU,) + 
(U, f, U)], and by definition e(U) = ((VU, E VU>>. 
Second, 
joT t ja,: (v’x)(v’VU, ( ’Ev)v’VW + I, (3x7 f) -j (3x7 To) 
V 
=2-l. j’l (~2+~2)H,(~,~)+jo~fjv[~H2(~.~)+H~(~.~)1 
0 v 
-jr j H,(x, t) - jo= j, H,(x, t) (T3 To). (1.2) 0 v 
Here 
G(w)-2p’(r2+t2)[e(U)-(U,,dU,)+(U,fU)] 
+2~‘r-2(r+t)2(U+rU,+rU,,d(U+rU,+rU,)) 
+2p’r-2(r-t)2 (U+rU,-rU,,d(U+rU,-rU,)) 
+r(U, @d-d) U,>--2tr(a’VU, U,)-2t(U,a’VU) 
r2p’(r2+t2)[e(U)+(U,,dU,)+(U,fU) 
+r-*(WU,dU,)+(U,dU))] 
+r(U, (/Id-d) U,)+2tr(U,,dU,) 
+2t(U,,dU)-2tr(a’VU, U,)-2t(U,a’VU), 
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H2(x, t) = ((VU, (M, + MI) VU)) + (U,. M’,VL’) i (U,, Mz,VU) 
+(U,,MbCi,)+r ‘(U,MxU). 
H,(-Y, t) = <U M, U>> 
and 
The matrices Mi (1 6 i < 10) are defined as 
M, = E,, M, = 2r ‘X(/I - a,)‘, M3=r ‘(d,-e)‘x’, M, = 24, 
M, = 2rp’x(E- dl), M, = -d,, M, = 2r ‘.~‘a, M, - 2j-+ &, 
M,= -2 ‘(d,-e),-V’(h-a,), M,, z 2 ‘(d, - e) + d, - V’a. 
Finally, we define 
NJ.\-, t) = (2rtU, + (r* + t’) U, + 2tU, P’U). 
The above identities hold for every vector-valued function U(x, t) in 
C2(Int R)n C’(R) that vanishes on 8Vx [O, a), and that vanishes outside 
a compact subset of 13Vu V for all t 3 0. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are obtained from the following divergence 
identity: 
Vc4”[2 ‘(U, CU> - 2-‘cr( U,f U) + a’( U, AV’4’U) 
+ (U, BV’4’U) + (~r’v’~‘U, AV’4’U) - 2 mm’c(((v’4’U, AV’4’U))] 
= (a’V’4’U+~oU,V(4”(AV’4)U)-.fU)+2-1(U,(V(4”C)U)+~o(U,fU) 
+ (U, (C’V’4’) U) + ( U, (V’4’a0)’ AV’4’ U) - 2 PI (U, (V’4)‘(af)) U) 
+ (U, (V’4”B) V’4’U) + (c~‘-V’~)‘~/~)((V’~)U, AV’4’U)) 
- 2 -’ ((V’4’U, ((cc’V’~‘) A) V’4’U)) + ((v’4’U, (V’4’cr’) AV’4’U)). 
(1.3) 
To get (1.1) we set cr-(cI’, cx*, rx3, cz4)‘=(0,0,0, l)‘, IX’SO, BsC-0 in 
(1.3), and then integrate the resulting equation over the region bounded by 
the planes t = 0, t = T and the surface a V x [0, T] with U = 0 on dV. 
To get (1.2) we first set 
ct= (2x’t, r* + t*)‘, a0 = 2t, CE [2tr-*x’+d’, -rr-‘(r2+ t*)]‘d, 
B= (/Id+ (tZ/r2) d) 
0 x [ 1 -x’ 0 ’
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with 
and 
(jd),+3rP’(pd)r3r-‘d+tV’(d,-e)-t2rP2d,, 
Ad=2t(h-a,)-2a+x{(/?d),+rmm2(t2d),} -22trP2xd 
in (1.3). We then integrate the resulting equation over the region bounded 
by the planes t = T,, t = T (T > T,) and the surface 8 I’ x [ T,, T] assuming 
that U = 0 on 8 V. We follow Morawetz [S] and Bloom and Kazarinoff [I] 
in carrying out the calculations that lead from (1.3) to (1.1) and (1.2). 
2.1. Algebraic Decay of Local Energy 
In this section we state the main result of this paper, namely that &c,(T) 
decays algebraically as T-t co if U(x, t) is the solution of Problem S. Our 
result on the decay of local energy is a direct consequence of the following 
two lemmas, which are derived from identities (1 .l ) and (1.2). These lem- 
mas are proved for three different cases defined as follows: 
Case 1. 
(x, I)E I/x [O, co). 
Case 2. &(x, t) < 0 for (x, t) E V x [ T,, co ) for some T,, > 0. 
Case 3. Given p >O, no matter how large, then for some t>p and 
some x in V, *4(x, t)>O. 
In Case I it follows immediately from (1.1) that Q(T)= a(O). In Case 2 
we have d(T) <exp[s’T,/( 1 -g)] b(O), 0 <q < 1. This too is a con- 
sequence of (1.1) as shown in Appendix I. The positive constants s’ and q 
are defined in Appendix I. Recall that 4 is small if the first derivatives of EP 
with respect o x’, x2, and x3 are small. It is also shown in Appendix I that 
6’(T) 2 (1 - q) 6 ‘(T) if 0 < 4 < 1. Consequently, in Cases 1 and 2 the non- 
negative quantity 6+ (T) is bounded from above by a constant multiple of 
6(O), and, a fortiori, by a constant multiple of b+(O) (see Appendix I). 
Note also that the assumptions on X1(x, t) made in Cases 1 and 2 do not 
imply that the coefficients in the differential operator are asymptotically 
stationary as t + co. 
In Case 3 it can only be guaranteed that 
(1 -~)&‘(T)<J’(T)<b(O)[l +s In(T/T,J 
+ (1 - q)( T/TO)s’(‘-G’] exp[s’T,/( 1 -@I, 
where s is another positive constant, defined in Appendix I. 
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LEMMA 1. The right-hand side of ( 1.2) is houndedfLom ahoue II!. 
1 I‘(P,t+B*)~~,(t)+n,w(o) (T> T,, i= 1, 2  3). TO 
The values of i correspond to Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the 
nonnegative constants p I, /12, and .4, (i = 1,2, 3) are defined below in 
Section 2.2. Note that the constants in Lemma 1 are independent of T. 
LEMMA 2. The left-hand side of (1.2) is bounded from below by 
((~-(?)(~-EQ)~--(EQ)~,))T~&~~(T)-(~,+~~)~(O) (TaT,,i=l,2,3). 
Here ~52 is a positive constant subject only to the restriction that 
((l--4)(1 --&a)*-(&)y,)>O. The nonnegative constants yi, Ti, and l-i 
(i= 1, 2, 3) are defined below in Section 2.3. 
In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 below the constant Q occurs, but is not fixed 
there. We now fix Q so as to simplify the above inequality. We define 
Q=(l -4)/(2(1 -q)+y,). Then 
LHS 2 ( 1 - g)( 1 - E) T* 8,&(t) - (T; + r;) 8(O) (T3 T,,, i= 1, 2, 3) 
for all 0 < E < 1. 
The two lemmas stated above, and by implication Theorem 1 (stated 
below) which depends upon them, hold only if all the norms involved in 
the definitions of the constants /I,, bz, Ai, 4, yl, r,, and c. are finite. In 
Cases 1 and 2 this is assured if the following norms are each finite for some 
q > -4, while in Case 3 this is assured if these norms are finite for 
q>Max(-$, - 1 +s). In the formulas below one should set s=O in 
Cases 1 and 2: 
N’[PE,] (m = 4 + q), N’[r”(E- dl)] (m = 2 + s, 3 + q) 
N)[rmd,] (m=3+s,4+q), N[r”a:] (m=4+q), 
iV’[r”a’] (m = 3 + q, 2 + s), N’[r”(d,-e)] (m=4+q,3+s), 
N’[r”(b-a,)] (m=4+q), N’[r”{t(d,-e)+d,-V’a}] (m=5+q), 
N’[r”{+(d,-e),+V’(b-a,)}], N’[r”+‘(2f+rf,)] (m=4+q). 
Note that the second norm in the above list is finite if dl and E approach 
the same constant matrix limit sufficiently fast as r -+ CO. 
In Cases 1 and 2 it is convenient to choose q= 0, but we note that the 
closer one chooses q to -I, the less restrictive are the conditions given two 
paragraphs above. In Case 3, it is convenient o choose q = s. However, the 
closer one takes q to max( - 4, - 1 + s) the less restrictive are the conditions 
given in the preceding two paragraphs. To see why these assertions are true 
the reader should consult Sections 2.2 and 2.3 which follow. 
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L,emma 1 is proved in Section 2.2, and Lemma 2 is proved in Section 2.3. 
These lemmas imply the differential inequality 
rl’- L-(1 -4Nl -&)I-’ (P,I~+P*I~2)vl 
~(ni+ri+r:)C(1-4)(1-&)1-1 (BI/T+B2/T2)g(0)3 
where 
By a standard argument, this differential inequality implies 
THEOREM 1. In Case i (i= 1, 2, 3), 
&Gc( t) 6 ci( TC)/T)2 ~ A &(O) (TZ To), 
where 
Ci:=exp(B/T,)T,-2(Aj+Ti+~)[(1-Q)(1-s)]~’ [2+B/{(A+l)T,}], 
A :=P,/(l -@(l -&), and B=B2/(1 -@(l--E). 
The estimate given above implies an algebraic decay rate for the local 
energy of the solution of Problem S as T + 00 if 0 6 A < 2, which is the 
case if 8, is sufficiently small. Since 8, = Max[cc,, cr,], it follows that /?i can 
be made arbitrarily small by making c~i and a2 sufficiently small. 
In Cases 1 and 2 the constant CI~ is small if each of the norms 
N’[rE,], N’[r(6 - a,)], N’[r(d, - e)], N’[ra:], N’[r5(2f+ rf)], and 
N’[r’{OS(d,-e),+V’(b-a,)}] is small. In Case 3 the constant a1 is small 
if, in addition to the conditions just given, N’[r5’qtfl] is small. In Cases 1 
and 2 the constant a2 is small if each of the norms N’[r Id-‘I(d,-e)], 
N’[rId-‘la:], N’[rld-‘Id,], and N’[rl d-‘la] is small. In Case 3, the 
constant a2 is small if, in addition to the conditions just given, N’[r5’qtft] 
is small. 
We have the following additional result in Cases 1 and 2. If rX*(x, t) + 
3$(x, t) < 0, where 
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then Theorem 1 holds with CC,,,, cc,,,=0 (i=l, 2, 3, 4, 8, IO), cx,,,=O 
(i = 3, 4, 6) and CI,, z= 0 (i = 3, 4, 6) (see the last section for the definitions 
of the M,). Thus, A = 0 in the decay estimate if the above condition is 
satisfied. Moreover, if r.T%;(x, f) + &(.u, t) d 0, then the matrices in ;X; and 
& need not approach zero as r + cc. In this case no restrictions on the 
behavior of the elements of these matrices as r + CC are needed for our 
local energy decay result to hold. 
The proofs of the above lemmas, and therefore the proof of Theorem 1 as 
well, are modeled after the arguments used by Bloom and Kazarinoff in 
[l] to obtain analogous result for the case where U(x, t) is a scalar-valued 
function satisfying a second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation 
with variable coefficients. Therefore, we omit many of the algebraic details 
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 which follow. 
2.2. Inequalities for the Right-Hand Side 
In this Section we present estimates for the terms on the right-hand side 
of (1.2). We bound each integral in (1.2) from above by a linear com- 
bination of integrals of the forms 
( U,, dU, >, e+(u), 
I’(f) “(1) 
and 
where 
e+(u)= ((VU, E+VU)). 
The first set of inequalities is 
T s s t r((VU, M,VU>> T,, I; T dcr,,, t s s e+(u) TO “(0 
T 
+a.,3 
T,, t- 
(2+4) e+(u) (i= 1,2; q> -l), 
where a,, = N’[rE,], CL~, , = N’[r4+qfii]/(&?)3+Y, F, = E,, and F, = 
2(b - a,). 
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The second set of inequalities is 
2 j’ *“I j r( U,, M,VU) 
=0 V 
T 
<a,. I s s P e+(u) TO v(t) 
T 
+ui,2 
I s 
p 
Cur> du,) 
=0 v(r) 
s T +“i,3 T,, t- (2 + 4) I e+(u) rZ&RI 
s T +ai,4 To t- (2 + 4) s <f-J,, du,) (i=3,4,5;q> -l), T>&RI 
where 
ai. 1 =N’[rfii], ai,2=Nl[r(dp11Fi] (i=3,4, 5), 
aj,3=N’[r4+YFi]/(ES2)3+Y, ai,4=N’[r4+YId&‘IFi]/(&)3+q (i=3,4), 
a!;. 3 =N’[r3+YF?5]/(~Q)2+y, a,,4=N’[r3+Y ldp’l F,]/(EQ)~+~, 
.F3=(d,-e), F4=2a,, F,=2(E-dl), m3=m4= 1, m,=O. 
The third set of inequalities is 
T s I tm’ r( U,, MiU,) TO V 
T 
<a,,, I s 
P < u,, du,) 
TO v(r) 
I 
T 
+a,,, 
To t- 
(2 + 4) 
I 
Cut> dut) (i = 6, 7; q > - 1 ), T&&RI 
where 
aj,2=N’[rIdp’IFj], ai,4=N,[r3+4Fi]/(&2)2+4 (i = 6, 7; q > - 1 ), 
and F,=d,, F,=2a, me= l,m,=O. 
The fourth set of inequalities is 
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T s I t”” (U, M,lJ) TO v 
1 
6u;. I 
c .r 
p 
e+(u) 
TO V(I) 
s T +ai,3 7-0 ?- (2 + *I I e+(u) (i=8,9, lO;q> -$), r>cRt 
where 
cli. 1 = &N’[rP’MJ A$-“] N’[ i‘ 1, 
ai, 3 =&N’[rP’f~MJ W[f] (i=8,9, lO;q> -$)), 
Ps=Ps=% pi0=4, I, = I, = 3, l,o = 2, m8=m,= 1, 
m - 0, IO 1, = 19 = 2/(q + $,, &J = 2/(q + g. 
In Cases 1 and 2 of Theorem 1, H,(x, t)<O on i3Vu V for T> To. It 
follows that 
7 
jj H,(x, t)<O 
and (r2+t2) H,(x, t)<O. 
To V 
Furthermore, as shown in Appendix I, 
&+(T)<W)/(l-3 (O<Q< 1, Tao), (2.2.la) 
in Case 1, and 
6+(T) d exp[s’T,/( 1 -G)] 8(0)/( 1 - 4) (O<cj< 1, T>O), (2.2.lb) 
in Case 2. We recall that J?(T) is the “total energy” of U(x, t) at t = T, 
defined by 
W)=ij C(U,,dU,)+e(U)+(u,fu>l, and 
V 
&+(T)=;s [(u,,du,)+e+(u)+ (u,fu)]. Y 
The positive constants s’ and kj are defined in Appendix I. 
In Case 3 we assume that the quantities CQ~, ~l*,~, clil,i, LX,~,~, c(i2,i 
defined below are finite. This requirement is met by assuming that the 
norms N’[ .] occuring in these constants are finite. We have the estimate 
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I I (r2 +t2) H,(x, t) 
T 
<a,,, 1 t s s e+(u) To V(l) 
+ alI, 3 
for q > -+, where 
all,, = (1 + (dJ)‘)(ZV[tB,] + N[t6]) 
+ (q+f)-l N’[r’5+~‘(tf,)] N[r-(3+q)] N’[l], 
as,2=(1+(~Q)2)(N’[t(d-1~b]+N’[t~d-’\e]), 
a12, 1 = (q + f)-’ N’[Pf,] N’[rp(2+Y)] N’[ I]. 
Moreover, we define for q > -t 
a ,,,3 = (.&-(2+4)(1 + (.zQ)-2)(N’[r(4+Y)~,] +N’[r(4+4)6]) 
+(q++)-l (EQ)-(2+%vp6f,] zv[1] 
+(q+$--’ (EL2-(3+4)N’[r(5+4)(tfr)] NC?], 
a8 4=(~SZ)-(2+Y)(1+(~52)~2)(N’[r(4+4)ld~11 b] 
+N’[r(4+y) Id-‘1 e-J). 
Note that a r2, I = 0 if f= 0. Also the last term in aI,, , , and the last two 
terms m a, L,3 vanish if f- 0. 
In Case 3, as shown in Appendix I, we have the inequality 
&+(T)<exp[s’TO/(l -(?)I[1 +(T/rO)“‘(‘-“)] &(O)/(l-fj) (T3 To). 
(2.2.2) 
The preceding estimates yield the following inequality for the RHS of 
(1.2) in Cases 1, 2, and 3: 
RHSda, j) jV(t)e+(U)+a2 jit j,,,, W&J,) 
+a; j’ j 
To 40 
e+(U)+4 ji jv,,, WMJ,) 
+a, jTtpc2+4)j 
To 
,,~~,ef(U)+a4j~t-(2+4)j~,r0, W,JW~ 
(2.2.3) 
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for q > - 4 and T 3 T,,, where 
CY, = Max r,, , (i= 1, . . . . 4, 8, 10, 11 ), 
x2 = Max r,, 7 (i = 3, 4, 6, 7, 8), 
CI’, = Max CI,, (i = 5, 9, 12) 
r;=Maxr,,(i=5,7), 
a,=Maxa,,,(l6i65,86idll), 
r,=Maxzi, (3di68). 
In Cases 1 and 2 the above inequality holds with c~i ,,, , LY ,*, , , Q, *, LY, ,. 3, 
%,4- - 0. 
It follows directly from (2.2.3) that for q > -f and T z To, 
where 8, = Max[a,, cc,], p2 = Max[a;, cc;], /I3 = Max[a,, ~(~1. Recall that 
the “local energy” &,z,( T) is defined by the equation 
Cc(?‘k(f)j re+(u)+(u,du,)+(u,fu)]. V(T) 
In Cases 1 and 2 we use (2.2.1) to estimate the last term on the RHS of 
(2.2.4). We obtain 
l+ ‘2+4)&+(f)<Ab(0). (2.2.5) 
Here A =A, =/13/(1 +q)(l -q) TA+Y in Case 1, and 
A=A,=A,exp[s’T,/(l-q)] 
in Case 2. In Case 3 we use (2.2.2) to estimate the last term on the RHS of 
(2.2.4). We find that 
t-‘2+4)cY+(f)<A3~(0) (Tk To), (2.2.6) 
where A, = 2A,( 1 + q)/(q + 1 - s^) with S = s/( 1 - 4). Consequently, for 
q>Max[-4, -1 +s] and T3 T,,, 
RHSB T(plr+p2)~~,(t)+Aj~(0) I 
(i = 1, 2, 3). (2.2.7) 
To 
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2.3. Inequalities for the Left-Hand Side 
We now estimate the integrals on the left-hand side of (1.2) following the 
argument of [ 1, pp. 362-3651 for scalar hyperbolic equations. We obtain 
the following inequalities for i= 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to Cases 1, 2, 
and 3: 
S,_G(X,T)~(I-~)(I-~:O)‘TZ~,:,(T)-(ER)Y,T~S e+(u) 
UT) 
where 
-Y2,;(~Q7v’j e+(U)Ir=T9 (2.3.1) I>&RI 
y1 =2N’[?]{N’[d]/2+2N[rp2] N’[r3d,] +N[r-2] N’[r3(d,-e)] 
+N’[a] +2{N[rp2]}“2 N’[r2a]}, 
:y2 i=2-‘(1 +(.&~2)N’[r2+Y~(&JI)] 
+2N[~]{(EQ))1 N’[ r3”41(dz - e)] + (1 + (EQ)-~) N’[r3+Yzd,]) 
+ 3(.&)’ N’[r2+y~a]) (i= 1,2, 3), 
q, = 0, q2 = 0, and q3 = S = s/( 1 - 4)). The constant D is defined in Sec- 
tion 2.1 and s and j are defined in Appendix I. 
It follows immediately from (2.3.1) that for T> T,, 
s 
G(x, T)3 ((1 -@)(l-~Q)~-2(&Q)y,} T2 
V 
xc?&(T)- ~(EQ)-~‘~~,~T~~‘~+(T) (i= 1, 2, 3). 
Using (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) to estimate d+(T) in the above inequality, we 
obtain 
5 G(x, T)>,{(~-Q)(~-ESZ)‘-~(E~)~~)) T26:,,(T)-f$(O), (2.3.2) V 
where rr = 2y,, , , r2 = 2~2.2 expCs’T,/( 1 - @)I/( 1 -J), and 
r3 =dy2,3(&~)-” T,-” exp[s’T,/( 1 - q)]/(l - 4). 
Furthermore, it can be shown, using the domain of dependence theorem 
proved in Appendix II, that 
5 G(x, To) d ~8 + (T,), (2.3.3) V 
where K is a positive constant. 
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Using (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) to estimate 6 ’ (T,,) in (2.3.3) we obtain 
- c G(x, To) 2 - f:8(0) (i’ I, 2, 3), (2.3.4) V 
where f’, = K/( 1 - Q), f” = Fj = K exp[s’T,/( 1 - 4)]/( 1 - 4). 
We conclude that 
LHS>{(l-q)(l-~SZ)~-2(~52)y,)j T2&,;,(T)-(T,+P,)&(O) 
(T2 T,, q< 1, i= 1,2, 3). (2.3.5) 
APPENDIX I 
Here we show that b+(T) and the total energy 8(T) are bounded from 
above by appropriate multiples of the initial total energy b(0). In Case 1 
we assume that 
(x, t)E vx [O, co). 
Under this assumption, (1.1) reduces to 
8(T) = 6(O), 
if TU(x, t)=O on V and U(x, t)lav=O. 
Recalling that E= E+ + E-, we can write 
0.1) 
J 
V 
e(u)=/ 
V 
e+(u)+{ ((VU, E- VU)). (1.2a) 
V 
It can be shown that 
j ((vU,E-VU))={ 
V 8V 
U'D,VU+[ u'D2VU, (1.2b) 
V 
where 
D, = - [v2Ep2’ + ,3E-31, Vl,J-‘2 + V3~-32, “2~~23 + v’,t-‘3], 
D,= - C(E-21)2+(E~31)3,(E-12),+(E-32)3,(E-23)2+(~-'3)1]. 
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Obviously, the first integral equals zero since we assume that U = 0 on a V. 
Furthermore, 
Using the inequality 
[3-p-(2k2)-‘]j (U, U)rpP 
V 
< 2k2 
s 
((VU, VU>> rzpp (O<p<3;k>O) 
V 
with p = 2 and k = 1 we find that 
j 1D21(U, u)d4N’[r2D2] N’[i] jVe+(u), (1.4) 
V 
It follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that 
(I.51 
where 
tj=4N’[r2D2] N’[i] +N’[fi,]. 
Consequently, since U = 0 on 8 V, 
&(T)rb+(T)+2-‘ j U’D,VU~S’(T)-g j e+(u)/2, 
V V 
which implies that 
qT)>(l-g)b+(T) (I.61 
if 0 < 4 < 1. Using (1.6) in (II), we conclude that 
~+(~)<fw)l(l -a (1.7) 
if O<Q< 1. 
In Case 2 we assume that &(x, t)<O for all (x, t)~ Vx [T,, co). If 
LZU(.x, t)=O on Vand U(x, l)lav=O, then (1.1) reduces to 
hyT)=E(0)+2-‘& jvH,(x, t) (Tao). (I.81 
409’132’1.3 
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In particular, if T> To, (1.8) yields 
W(T)<&(O)+2 ' j,:"jL,H,(x,rj. (1.9) 
The right-hand side of the preceding inequality is bounded by a constant 
multiple of b(0) as we now demonstrate. 
First, if ,f> 0, f' = f and 0 6 T < To identity (1.8) implies that 
+2-'4 T ss <U,fW, (1.10) 0 v 
where s’,=N’[k,]+N’[6], s;=N’[bId~‘I]+N’[eId~‘/], and s;= 
N'[f, 1 f -‘I]. If f-0, then (1.10) holds with s; =O. Obviously, if 
O< T< To, then 
&(T)<&(O)+s'j'd+(t), (1.11) 
0 
where s’ = Max(s’, , s;, s;). In virtue of (1.6), 
a+(T)< B(0)+s'jo'fi+(r) 
L Ii (1-q) (0 < T< To). (1.12) 
By a standard argument, (1.12) implies 
&+(T)GexpC(s’Wl -@)I &OH1 -4) (O< Tb To). (1.13) 
Furthermore, it follows from (1.9) that 
&(T)G(O)+s'jl"d+(r) (7-2 To). (1.14) 
0 
Using (1.13) in (1.14), we get the desired result 
F(T)<b(O)+s'(l--q)-'C(0) jofi exp[s’t/(l-q)] 
< S(O)[l + (exp[s’T,/( l-q)] - l)] 
= b(O) exp[s’T,/( 1 - Lj)] (7-2 To). 
Using (1.6) in (1.15), 
(1.15) 
b+(T) <exp[s’T,/( l-g)] d(O)/( I- 4) (T> To). (1.16) 
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We next consider Case 3 where it is assumed that $(x, t) > 0 for some 
tap > 0 no matter how large the constant p. In this case we obtain an 
algebraic upper bound for a’(T). We start with the identity (1.8). Arguing 
as above, it follows from (1.8) that 
A(T)=G(0)+2~~~~~“jvH,(x, 1)+2-‘j;j/,(x, t) 
~a(0)exp[s’T,/(1-6)]+s~~r~‘Ct(r) (Z’>7’,), (1.17) 
where s=Max[s,,s,,s,], s,=N’[&,]+N’[t6], ~~=N)[tb(d-‘(I+ 
N’[teJ&‘l], and ~~=N’[tf,lj~~I]. Note that iff0, then (1.17) holds 
with s3 = 0. 
Using (1.6) in (1.17), we obtain the differential inequality 
(l-j)G+(T)<R(O)exp[s’T,,/(l-P)]+sJirP’C+(r) (T>T,). (1.18) 
By a standard argument, (1.18) implies that 
&+(T)<b(O)exp[s’T,/(l-4)][1 +(T/T,,)““‘P”‘]/(l -4) (1.19) 
for all T3 T,. Substituting (1.19) into the rhs of (1.17) we get 
(1 -~)~‘(T)~b(T)gd(O)expCs’T,/(l -@)I 
x [l +sln(T/T,)/(l -(?)+ T;‘(T/To)s’(‘p4)]. (1.20) 
Finally, we obtain an upper bound for the nonnegative quantity 8(O). 
From (1.2a) and (1.2b) we have 
B(O)=t”f(O)+fJ u’D,VUI,=,, (1.21) 
V 
if YU(x, t)=O on V and V(x, t)l,.=O. Using (1.5) it follows that 
1(0)<(1+4)~+(0). (1.22) 
Substituting (1.22) into (1.7), and (1.16), we obtain the result that d+(T) 
is bounded from above by constant multiples of (w+(O) in Cases 1 and 2. 
Substituting (1.22) into (1.19) we obtain the result in case 3 that 
&‘+(T)(T/T,)-““‘-“’ is bounded from above by a constant multiple of 
d + (0). Similar bounds obviously hold for 8(T). 
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APPENDIX II 
Here we prove a “domain of dependence” theorem for the solution of 
Problem S which holds in regions exterior to the union of a finite number 
of disjoint simply-connected domains. The main implication of this 
theorem is that the solution of Problem S considered in this paper has 
compact support in Vu 8 V for all t > 0. Our proof is based on the 
corresponding result for a general class of scalar hyperbolic equations (see 
[ 11). The proof for the scalar case is in turn modeled on the proof of 
Wilcox [ 143 for a more restricted class of scalar hyperbolic equations. We 
have assumed the existence and uniqueness of the solution to Problem S 
thoughout the foregoing sections. First uniqueness, and then existence of 
the solution to Problem S can be proved, as in [14], using the domain of 
dependence theorem proved below. A proof of existence and uniqueness for 
solutions of initial-boundary value problems for a more general class of 
hyperbolic systems than that considered here was given by Volevich and 
Gindinkin [ 131. 
DEFINITION. For p>O let S,(x)= (x: [x-x01 <p}, and let 
C,(XO? t)= {x: Ix-x01 <p+po(T- - t), t E co, Tl)’ 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypothesis of Section 1.1 on the coefficients of the 
differential operator 3 defined by Eq. (0.1) every solution U(x, t) of 
Problem S satisfies the inequality 
gp( T) = j [e+(u)+(U,,dU,)+(U,fU)l 
Cp(‘O, 0 n v 
< expCHT1 ~$6)) 
-exp[HT] j CO% E+(x, O)Vh> 
C&o, o)n v 
+(k,d(x,O)k)+(h,f(x,O)h)l (11.1) 
for each x0 E V andfor sufficiently large p. Here H is a positive constant that 
is independent of U(x, t). 
Let U(x, t) denote a solution of Problem S. The following three lemmas 
are proved as in [ 11. 
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LEMMA 1. If q(x, t) E C,“([w4), then 
- s,, Cut, V’(E+W) cp = 1 <U,, (Vcp)’ (E+ VU)> RT 
where R,= Vx [0, T]. 
LEMMA 2. Zf cp(x, t) E Cr(rW”), then 
I <Vu,, (E+ Vu)>> cp RT 
=z 11 e+(uba-fj ce+(u)cp,+~vU,E+,vu)cpi, 
V RT 
and 
j <aU,,VU,>cp= -SRi(UI.(VU))‘aU,)+Jb,<Ur.V’(aui)>rp. 
RT 
LEMMA 3. Zfcp(x,t)EC,“([W4), then JRr(U,,dU,,)q=4~v(U,,dU,)ql~- 
or every symmetric m x m matrix d with elements in i& U$&‘r u,> f 
We now specialize our choice of cp(x, t). In the spirit of [l] and [ 141 we 
define Y(x) = t’+ {[p +p,,( T- t) - 1 x - x,, 1 I/p,,}, where p0 is an arbitrary 
positive constant to be specified below. We set cp(x, t) = cpa( Y(x) - t), 
where cpb(r) E Cz(R’) has the following properties: cps(r) = 0 if r < -6, 
q,(z)=1 if ~26, cph(z)>O, and O<cp,(r)<l for all r~lW’. Note that 
cp(x,t)+~(C,(xo,t))nVas6+O+, uniformly in x and t, for all (x, t) in 
Vx [0, T]. Here X(9’) is the characteristic function of the set Y. 
We next prove the following. 
LEMMA 4. Zf cp(x, t) is defined as above, and if p,, is sufficiently large, 
then 
~~%(x,~)=C<(VU,E+VU)+(U,,~U,)+(U,~U)I~~, 
- 2( U,, (Vcp)’ (E+ VU+ au,)). (11.2) 
Proof: Recalling the definition cp(x, t) = cps( Y(x) - t), we see that 
(PAX, t) = - cpb( WI - t), and 
Vq(x, t)=(V’Y)cp~(Y(x)-t)=-(x-xo)~x-x()-’p~Q#7~. 
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Therefore, the preceding equation defining f(x, f) reduces to 
-~(x,t)=(~k{[((vU,E+vU))+(U,,dU,)+(U,fU)l 
-2p,'(U,, (x-x0)’ lx-x01 ’ (E+ VU+aU,))j. 
(11.3) 
It is easy to show, using the definitions of ( , ), (( , )), and N’[( )] given in 
Section 1, that 
2p,'(U,,(x-x,)'~x-xo~~~'E+VU) 
< 2p, ’ II U, II II (x - xc,)’ Ix - xo I - ’ E+ VU II, 
~/(x-xo)‘~x-xo~-’ E+VUl120’[b+] N’[E+]((VU, E+ VU)), 
and 
In the preceding inequalities, and in those that follow we have defined 
II( )I] = (( ), ( ))‘j2. The three preceding inequalities imply that 
2p,‘(U,, (x-xo)‘~x-xo~~’ E+ VU) 
62p,'C,[((VU, E+VU)WJ,,dU,)]‘/2, (11.4) 
where C: = N’[l?+] N’[E+] N’[d-‘1. Furthermore, 
2p,‘(U,, (x-&J’ Ix-XxgI -‘au,> 
<2p;’ /I U,II ll(x-xo) Ix-xolp’ aU,II <p;‘C,(U,, dU,), (11.5) 
where C, =2N’[d-‘1 N’[a]. 
Using (11.4) and (11.5) in the right-hand side of (11.3), we obtain the 
following lower bound for --9(x, t): 
-3(x, f)ads{C(l -C’PO’KVU, E+VU> 
+ (1 -(C, + G)p,‘Ku,, du,) + (UJWI). (11.6) 
We obtain the desired result (11.2) by choosing p. to be larger than 
(Cl + C2). 
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LE:MMA 5. Let U(x, t) be a solution of Problem S, then 
-I s RT [((Vu, E:VW) + Cut, dtU,)l cp, 
To prove Lemma 5 we replace the second term on the right-hand side of 
the identity in Lemma 1 by the right-hand side of the first identity in 
Lemma 2. We then add the result to the identity of Lemma 3. 
To prove the domain of the dependence inequality is now 
straightforward. We make use of the following equality. 
LEMMA 6. For any solution U of Problem S 
+$j- ~PC(VU,E:VU))+~(U,,(~+~,‘~U>+(U,~,U>I, 
RT 
qxt)=f[y Cc+(u)+ (U,, dUt)+ (U,fwl cp. 
ProoJ Recall that U(x, t) is a solution of the system 
dU,, - V’(E+ VU) = { 2a’VU, + [V’a - (d,/2) - e/2] U, 
+(b+@‘VU-fU}=X(U), (*I 
where 8 = xi aiE-“. Next, we replace dU,, - V’( E+ VU) in the left-hand 
side of the identity of Lemma 5 by the right-hand side of (*). We replace 
the term JRT CCU,, V’(au,)> + (U,, a’(VU,))] cp in the result by using the 
second identity of Lemma 2. We then make use of the identity 
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to replace jR, (U, f U,) cp. We now collect a group of terms corresponding 
to &i(t)l,‘. Replacing them by 8:(1)1,‘, we obtain the desired result. 
It follows from Lemmas 4 and 6 that 
c?;(T) 6 8;(O) + H ?" a;(t) dt 
0 
where H=Max[N’[i:], N’[f?], N’[eId ‘I], N’[BId~~‘l]], B=h+& 
This inequality implies that 8:(T) <b:(O) eHT. Taking the limit of both 
sides of the preceding inequality as 6 -+ O+ we obtain (11.1). 
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